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Abstract 

This thesis examined the problem of a lack of universal information architecture (IA) 

design standard in the realm of information technology (IT), resulting in over-diversity, 

bad IA, best practices disarray, and substantialized user disconnect. Literature-based 

research observed for potential, metaphorical arcade overlaps within IA, and physical 

architectural periscopes extending beyond the mere use of the word architecture. This 

architectural potential was given the makeshift term Infotecture: Both the element of 

potential and its potentiality to merge the two fields through intentional overlap and 

application. It was proposed and examined that if arcade periscopes, or metaphorical 

columns and arch constructs, as well as their supporting architectural design principles, 

align with the context of the word architecture within IA and its design languages then 

such a correlation should be considered in future dialogue and integration into best 

practices. It was concluded that infotecture proved inconclusive without further empirical 

data, but documented user-research eye tracking video data revealing uniform user 

responses to proposed cognitive arcades within a simulation as considered within the 

literature review. This proved reflected in universal broadening and narrowing visual 

query patterns in all participants when operating the architecturally influential driving 

simulation used in the user-research eye tracking investigation. The eye tracking data was 

further supported by insightful feedback from test participants when interviewed and 

debriefed after participation. The contributions to a solution to the problem were 

observational recommendations for future designers geared toward the identifying, 

consideration, and possible integration of the mental models, founding principles and 

structural aesthetics of Roman architect Vitruvius and others by future information 

architects into future IA and simulative designs. 

.  

Keywords: architect, architecture, cognition, design, human-computer interaction, design 

language, eye tracking, information architect, information architecture, information scent, 

information technology, designing for humans, user experience, simulation, visual query   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Introduction  

 The term IA that originated with Xerox, and Wurman’s use of the concept at an 

American Institute of Architecture conference in 1976. This usage was inspired by a 1964 

research paper he entitled Architecture of IBM System/ 360 (Amdahl et al .1964). 

Wurman defined this new path of design termed architecture early on as “the conceptual 

structure and functional behavior, distinguishing the organization of data flows and 

controls, logical design, and physical implementation (Resmini & Rosati, 2012, p. 1).” 

Although information architects do not draw literal lines that organize information, they 

do “create structure and order in the world through planning and building… information 

architects are expected to draw lines and derive some kind of order in dataspace (Resmini 

& Rosati, 2012, p. 1).” With IA’s beginnings tied to the word architecture without 

cohesive roots to the structural principles from which it derives, the problem to be 

investigated arises. Resmini and Rosati (2012) aided in highlighting IA’s architectural 

implications when they elaborated that “it is not disputable that we are talking computer 

architectures here, disks and boxes and wires and hubs, but the way in which the term 

architecture is abstracted and conceptualized in connection with structure and behavior 

and not just physical layouts laid the basis for the subsequent extension of its use to other 

areas of computing (p. 1).”  

 It was posited that such a standard of rule or measure derived from the principles 

of architecture would optimize IA design principles, such a perspective exploring 

precisely where the two might merge and divide. Much like underlying architecture and 

its basic building blocks, IT and IT-based IA consist of smaller nodes working together 

toward the functionality of a greater whole. Although lacking physicality, these IA 

structures guide physical beings through virtual spaces. This research investigates 

whether adopting the structural precepts of architecture, while having been shown to 

facilitate movement through actual space, will result in increased functionality in 

application to IA. 
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 Smaller units connecting to make up a larger design is a fundamental principle of 

architecture itself. Roman architect Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (1914) established the 

architectural principles of reflexion and invention as,  “a selection of virtual modules in 

which individual parts of members construct the whole work to correspond (Morgan & 

Pollio, p. 13).”  IA uses some contextual aspects of architecture such as directional 

influence or visual persuasion, but differs with respect to the means in which it emulates 

what physical architecture has developed. The use of graphical UI constructs within the 

confines of data space in mobile devices and personal computers rather than columns and 

arches used in physical constructs, for example. IA consists of non-physical design 

principles that currently give lines or structure to IA. Application of architectural 

principles could provide sounder IA structure.  

 When designing for web and other aspects of IT, IA plays a vital role in how well 

users can parse content. When IA is weak, or lacks cohesive structure, critical thinking 

becomes user disconnect or disengagement, and users often fail to complete the intended 

tasks and goals of those who organized or designed the content structure. For example, if 

an end-user on a website gets lost or confused due to inefficiencies in IA structure or 

design, there is a break in engagement, attention span is shortened, and the chances of the 

user entirely abandoning the site are increased based on human-computer interaction 

(HCI) limitations hampering both user interface (UI) usability as well as overall user 

experience (UX). This was part of the problem addressed through user-research.  

 The Information Architecture Institute (Yale, 2017, p.1) defined IT based IA as 

three main areas including a community of practice focused on bringing principles of 

design and architecture to the digital ecosystems. This examination is a contribution to 

that newly developing dialogue amongst the emerging community of practicing web 

eccentrics–or web centrics–now seeking to conjoin the two schools of thought: 

Architecture and IA. Lacerda and Lima-Marques (2014) referenced the community when 

they mentioned Arango’s hypothesized alignments of IA possessing its own harmonic 

order, a gravitational center, and even galactic attributes (p. 123-125).”  Morville (2012) 
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described similar applications of form to IA and its invisible design constructs amongst 

the web centric community aforementioned by Yale and recommended a global 

perspective to achieve a needed expansion (p. 1). 

 Whether perceived as research-based informational organization, or a proverbial 

harmonic galaxy of smaller data planetary systems, bad IA and a lack of absolute 

standard in these areas may be most prominent cause for user disengagement. The 

problem also lies in a lack of structural integrity and design standard, which weigh 

adversely on overall usability (Nielsen, 2009). This may due to designers lacking 

unifying design standard(s) along with the absence of years of empirical data other fields 

have accumulated to hone in on optimizations (Callesen, 2014). This has broadened the 

problem of optimal design in the diverse world of IT. Perhaps IA lacks architectural 

founding. This study employed investigation where tracking subjects were tested using an 

architecturally influential simulation with such architectural principles in the simulation 

environment. These overlaps were predicted to trigger specific user behaviors (or general 

visual query patterns) deemed universal in most web users, video game enthusiasts, and 

explorers of VR or three-dimensional simulations. Any visual query patterns found were 

considered the findings of the user-research element of the study in concert with overall 

end-user usability and success within the simulation.  

 

 The research questions that this study sought to help answer were: 

 

• Can principles and constructs from architecture meaningfully inform IA: 

Specifically concerning usability and future design best practices? 

 

• Can arcade mental models, cognitive “columns and arches,” or some of 

the architectural principles of Vitruvius that support such constructs be 

applied, identified or detected in IA, specifically the user-research 

simulation environment? 
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   The subsidiary research questions considered were: 

 

 Are the architectural constructs of columns, arches, arch building, and archway 

(arcade, pier, or abutment) constructs: 

 

• Comparable to the IA “lines” derived by information architects to connect 

nodes of content? 

 

• Comparable to IA architecturally in that they were/ are often designed to 

hold and equally distribute immense amounts of weight?  

 

• Comparable to IA’s design language, often hierarchal and symmetrical in 

that its smaller nodes all contribute to such a system’s larger design?  

 

 The architectural principles of symmetry, order, arrangement and other 

architectural principles, such as the Vitruvian Triad (University of Chicago, 2011) or 

Leon Alberti Battista’s perspectives on universal, harmonic order (Padovan, 1999), were 

hybridized with IA design constructs. It was predicted that infotecture, or areas of 

cognitive architectural commonality, would likewise be observed in IA examples and 

the user-research eye tracking data, as well. 

 In whole, this study examined whether principles of architecture are present in 

good IA. It also investigated effects of building aesthetics of columns and arches, 

patterned design language, and prospective architectural principles in guiding users 

within data space and in an IA’s intended user experience (UX). The findings of this 

study could potentially aid future IA design standards.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Architect and Architecture in Relation to the Term IA 

 In context of the word architecture, information architects can be considered the 

cognitive arch builders of the modern age. Wurman (1997), as cited in Resmini & Rosati, 

2012, p. 2, defined an information architect early on as:  “(a.) The individual who 

organizes the patterns inherent in data, making the complex clear,” and “(b.) A person 

who creates the structure or map of information which allows others to find their personal 

paths to knowledge; (c.) the emerging 21st century professional occupation addressing 

the needs of the age focused upon clarity, human understanding, and the science of the 

organization of information.” Not architects, designers, or arch builders in a physical 

sense, nor those who support their work as UI developers and IT systems builders, but the 

cognitive arch builders and digital influencers of the day. Meaning that from their 

knowledge, suggestion, and development of how nodes of data and information should be 

organized to interconnect content comes the difference between cognitive user immersion 

or immediate disengagement and exit as interactive outcomes. Wurman (1996) stated, 

“…that’s why I’ve chosen to call myself an information architect. I don’t mean bricks 

and mortar architect… I mean architect as in the creating of systemic, structural and 

orderly principles to make something work- the thoughtful making of artifact, idea, or 

policy that informs because it isn’t clear (Resmini & Rosati, 2012, p. 2).” This research 

attempts this, as well: To inform because it is unclear exactly where the two fields of 

architecture and IA merge and divide.  

  Also pertinent to this visually and habituation-based guidance and how users 

interpret IA, is the act of information foraging and information scent, described by Ding, 

Lin, Zarro, and Marchionini (2017) as “one of the important concepts of information 

foraging,” and contending that information scent can be used to forecast a path’s success 

(p. 78).  As users pick up on and become guided by information scent, they find 

themselves led to base their interactions on affordances, which point users “toward 

whatever action can be taken using an object… An affordance is only as effective as it is 
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perceivable (p. 90).” These are additional IA based inferences that were the observational 

targets in both the column and arch, architectural cross-comparisons of the literature 

review as well as the eye tracking based user-research, and helped serve as justification 

for any observations found credible. 

 If it is sensible here to establish some meaning of the title architect, Houdin  

(2008) defined with specificity that it is synonymous with Greek and Roman arch 

building, having established that, “an architect is a Roman word that means arch builder. 

Arches were so central to Roman building (Figure 1–2), they defined the profession.” In 

the ancient world, there was no distinction between architects, the people who designated 

buildings, and engineers, or the people concerned with the technical aspects of those 

buildings (Brier & Houdin, p. 56).” 

     

[Figure 1–2. Examples of the Architectural Building Blocks Columns, Arches, & 

Vertical Load]  
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 With the words architect and architecture so tied to arch building, columns and 

arches were deemed pertinent as architectural, structural constructs to be transposed for 

observation in this study. In other words, arcades served as an architectural periscopes, 

defined as a node that communicates its intended meaning or design intent even when 

experienced outside of its original context  (Arango, 2011).  Archways, also known as 

arcades, piers, or abutments, were used throughout ancient times. The ancient Romans 

revolutionized arch building when they created an arch that could sustain huge amounts 

of weight utilizing concrete (Houghton Mifflin, n.d.).  This modification, allowed the 

Romans to utilize column and arch constructs to achieve much larger architectural 

constructs such as bridges, aqueducts, and domes that connected people, places, and 

things. With arches and arch building so synonymous to architecture, Wurman’s 

founding perspectives on IA indirectly implicated such arch building necessary in IA, as 

lines, or in whatever form it might materialize itself. This stands to establish the argument 

that these and other architectural assets serve as subconscious, invisible mental models 

behind the basis of IA design (Nielsen, 2010).  In their many functions and 

functionalities, which often include ornamentation in place of physical elevation or 

support, archways essentially connect smaller architectural nodes, and even groups of 

people to one another. This content often makes up the working parts of a much more 

weighted entity, much like the smaller components of informational architecture 

contributing to a more significant UI, IA, and overall UX.   

  In the realm of IT–based IA, end-users, user experiences, and the designers who 

create them, much is still changing and being learned about constructing the 

quintessential IA for optimal UX. The proposed concept, “infotecture,” this hypothetical 

merge of informational architecture and architecture, may be a useful contribution. From 

the combining of its Latin and Greek root words, the meaning for the makeshift term 

infotecture was derived as information “to shape, form, fashion, represent, or instruct the 

chief builder who directs other builders.”    
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Transposing Architectural Principles with those of IA 

 The transposing of any architectural constructs to the virtual confines of IA 

structure, cross-comparing the two for design commonalities, is a daunting task. Much 

like simulations or video games, which will be touched upon later, it offers an 

opportunity to use the human imagination to “bend” what is considered reality and 

virtual, or allocate where the two might merge or divide. This was achieved by the 

conjoining of the two in bounded rationality, also detailed later.  By creating a hybrid, or 

merge, insights into how the two might currently coexist as well as ways to harness this 

as IA community practice in the future were investigated. IA could become a measurable 

house, of sorts. 

 A finite example of the possibilities that can be explored in IA is Bob, a product 

Microsoft released to its consumers unsuccessfully in March 1995, Bob, a “social” 

interface, was designed to “make Windows easier for beginners to use. Rather than 

requiring users to navigate menus and click icons, Bob provided an interface that was 

intended to make the experience of using a computer more relatable, by mapping 

common functions to things that we all do in everyday life (Posey, 2018),“ The software 

inevitably left users disengaged, and was abruptly halted (Figure 3). 

   

 [Figure 3:  Bob for Windows by Microsoft] 
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 [Figure 4: Cliff House for Windows by Microsoft] 

 In 2015, a more architecturally sound redesign of the platform called Cliff House 

(see Figure 4) proved to be a future success and a sign of customizable spatial IA designs 

that tie our cognizance of proposed virtual architecture to our influences from the 

physical world.  The architectural basis of a house still rang true and the upgrade was 

well received as a VR spatial interaction interface immersive in three-dimensional IA 

design Windows classified as mixed reality. Cliff House is essentially a visual metaphor 

classified as a skeuomorphism by the Interactive Design Foundation (2018), an object 

designed within software to emulate or mimic a real world counterpart. For the purposes 

of this study, visualization for architectural principles and metaphorical arches of 

informational support was employed.  

 A point of closer cross-comparison of architecture with IA for this literature 

review can be found in chapter I, book I of De Architectura, or Ten Books on 

Architecture, by Pollio (1914).  Here, he established that, “Architecture is a science 

arising out of many other sciences, and adorned with much and varied learning; by the 

help of which a judgment is formed of those works which are the result of other arts… 

the theoretic architect (also) fails, grasping the shadow instead of the substance (Morgan, 

& Pollio, p. 5).”  IT-based IA arose out of other sciences and all too often it seems to lean 

more upon theory and terms that leave many designing solely on the basis of some user 
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or business based practicality rather than something like applicable informational or 

architectural practicalities. This results in the bad IA as mentioned by Nielsen (2009), and 

a general lack of design standard. Designers have created a broad, need-based diversity 

involving countless types of design aesthetics. Callesen (2014) best captured the lack of 

structured IA and best practices, having stated, “…information architecture is hard to 

both justify and utilize because the field lacks a lot of the mountains upon mountains of 

empirical background data that older fields have long established. This means that in a 

fair amount of cases an information architect is just as much of an artist as a scientist, 

because the information architect will have to make design decisions with their 

information systems that just feel right rather than have an empirical justification. (p. 7).” 

 Physical architecture and IA are connected by the construct of architecture to 

some degree, but outside the new community of web centrics beginning to ponder the 

conjoining of the two, there is currently no definitive standard as to where the two merge 

or divide. As Nielsen (2007) affirmed, partly due to the diversity of needs and utilities, 

there is also no recommendable “single” IA (p. 1).  It is proposed that it might be possible 

to create informational architecture based on architectural design standard(s) or best 

practices as a means of harmonic order, bringing about a more cohesive unification 

within IA design.  

 Game and interactive design involve creating web browser or mobile-based IA 

content for professional clients. Content and deadlines often become the catalysts for our 

IA designs in contrast to designing from a single set of unified IA design standards, 

principles, or best practices. Without  “information to shape, form, fashion, represent, or 

instruct the chief builder who directs other builders (Wells, 2011, and Parcell 2012),” 

cohesion in today’s fast paced world of design that considers our interactions, is both 

explorative and elusive without usability testing. We returned to clients an array of design 

approaches based on creativity, need, client objective and priority, provocation, wire 

frame content hierarchies, prototype testing, labeling, and branding, without mention of 

applicable physical architecture principles or constructs and their possible applications. 
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Digital structuring for data space, such as drop-down menus, hamburger menus, global or 

side navigation are standard approaches and were often considered and used as sound 

design aesthetics. 

 Much like IT-based IA, a more introspective look into the decrees of Pollio  

(1914) revealed him casting his architectural cornerstones based on symmetry and order, 

having contended, “(1.) Architecture depends on Order, Arrangement, Eurythmy, 

Symmetry, Propriety, and Economy… (2.) Order gives due measure to the members of a 

work considered separately, and symmetrical agreement to the proportions of the 

whole… the selection of modules from these individual parts of members, constructing 

the whole work to correspond (Morgan & Pollio, p. 13).” From this initial point, 

architectural building blocks and principles were gathered for cross-comparison. 

 The proposed phenomenon of infotecture, currently purely hypothetical, gives 

way to a cross-pollinating dialogue, integrating architecture and IA in today’s vast, 

sprawling realm of digital interactivity, particularly in the growing fields of simulative, 

three-dimensional environments and web design. This study explored pockets of 

architectural overlap in user-research. Architecture and IA differ in countless ways, but 

the foundation of this thesis questioned if there is a deeper rationale, or rationality, 

binding the two. The influences of physical architectural principles might somehow lie 

embedded in the human subconscious mind and serve as the underlying framework of the 

innovations of our now newer, ever-developing IA designs.  

 Much like architecture, both human designers and end users cognitively utilize 

relation, labeling, data categorization arrangements, hierarchal order, persuasion, and 

pervasiveness to guide navigation through fields of content in order to locate other target 

information. IA is based on visual queries and interface design interactions can also 

present this content in some sort of hierarchal arrangement.  

  Both architecture and IA direct mass human movement through areas of content 

and interaction. IA’s data or content organization, labeling, wireframes, paper prototypes, 

mockups, and templates supported by usability testing offer designers fixed schemes for 
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IA infrastructures. Without any physical architectural based consideration, we may not 

know all there is to know about why we need to design what we design the way we design 

it. This study was an exploration of the application of architectural concepts in addition to 

the contextual implications of the word architecture that binds architecture with IA. This 

study utilized an artist or architect’s  “inner eye” approach as a means of remaining both 

theoretical yet practical in coming to any conclusions or recommendations on integrating 

physical and information architectural principles. 

 

Architecture, its Principles in IA, and the Test Environment 
  Information architects and the supporting UI designers who work to organize this 

informational content have resorted to creating designs based on varied differentiations, 

motives, and reasoning. The reasoning behind such design strategies is often related to 

free-form structural standards, or based more on desired user behaviors or response rather 

than sound IA design principles. Nielsen (2007) described business based IA design for 

the intranet, and pointed out that, “designers typically structured intranets according to 

the organic growth of pages and features provided by different departments. Employees 

suffered the consequences, repeatedly getting lost in confusing structures with 

inconsistent navigation options (p. 1).”  He also commented that many businesses lacked 

an IA specialist altogether. Employees that got lost in their own content, inarguably was 

bad IA. 

 Perhaps the IA designs highlighted by Nielsen cause users to get lost, much like a 

house designed with walls and halls that will not properly visually nor physically guide 

its occupants to the house’s doors or rooms. The current lack of foundational, genre-

based, building standard reveals the need for focus on any user patterns to improve UX.  

Currently, testing methods help determine usability and functionality for much of what 

defines IA within IT and designers using these test findings to further their attempts to 

improve UX.  
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 Eye tracking methods are known to aid in this process. This digital capturing and 

observance of visual queries of IA design languages proves useful in optimizing designs 

for users because it reveals this information missed by the human eye or more traditional 

forms of user research without this technology. The user data is a means of providing a 

basis for user cognition, responses, and behavioral patterns, as well as optimizations. 

Usability and simulative testing having become a way of improving such aspects of 

building web landing pages and UI, with user testing data as a means of optimizing the 

information and content design for the worldwide web as well as other areas of structured 

IT design. Eye tracking offers significant resolution to the problem through the testing 

and observing of user interactions (Tobii, 2015).   

 With this study so closely related with visual query and the visual observation of 

these queries, the first example of such a cross-comparison, cross-pollination, or 

transposition is based on Miller and Remington’s (2004) IA study where users were 

tested to find what the optimal content and order for a website landing page might be. 

Miller and Remington (2004) reported on simulation-based testing of website interface 

designs to establish parameters for user optimized IA. Their thesis, based on empirical 

data and conclusions from the study of hierarchal structures for fastest search and 

interaction times contended that, “there were previous empirical studies that evaluated 

hierarchal structures for fastest search (findability) times, and that empirical results of 

menu search experiments consistently implicated structures with approximately 8 

selections per page produced faster search (visual query) results than deeper leveled 

structures with less selections per page. Broader structures that exceeded 8 selections per 

page produced noticeably slower search times (Miller & Remington, 2004, 

Introduction)…”  

 Their research found that there is an optimal amount of user-presented webpages, 

content selections, and supporting informational architecture for the best end user 

findability outcomes. They concluded that thee empirical results were reflected by their 

theoretical analysis of hierarchal structures, that additionally suggested that the optimal 
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number of selection options per page ranged from 4 to 13, if it is assumed that a linear, 

self-terminating search of each page was conducted in concert with a reasonable range of 

reading and key press times. (Miller & Remington, 2004, Introduction) (see Figure 5).   

   
 [Figure 5.  Miller & Remington’s test sample 1] 

 

 So, with linear-based findability that leads to optimal functionality seemingly at 

the heart of optimized web-based IT design and IA, usability and simulative testing have 

become a way of improving such aspects of building web landing pages and UI. This 

hierarchal, multi-level structural order resembled arches (or other architectural features) 

and was tested by transposing its order with the arcade archetype of the Flavian 

Colosseum. Miller and Remington’s (2004) labeling based website IA test samples were 

transposed with the architecture of Rome’s Flavian Colosseum, particularly the hierarchal 

(Corinthian: top, Ionic: mid, Doric: bottom) arcade architecture supported by columns 
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(see Figure 6).     

  
 [Figure 6. Flavian Colosseum Arcade Archetype] 

 

  Based on the Colosseum arcades, a sense of elevation or an upward and downward 

directional “flow” of physical bodies was observed in the IA example. This was viewed as a 

synergy much like the intent of the architects designing for the Colosseum’s physical 

occupants. End users seemed to travel–virtually– into the IA layers of the website’s “one 

entrance,” vertical, architecture for accessing label specific columns of categorized data 

information. Structurally, both design languages consist of smaller nodes based on cognitive 

lines and arches comprised to support the purposes of the greater structural whole, 

broadening and narrowing, the sum of its smaller objectives. The IA abutments created in 

their sample’s “clear link” labeled column sets, one level of information arched upon the 

next, interconnecting its hierarchy to the “level” of the target information for findability in 

their test. In this context, the order of importance of each level of these archetypes seems 

reflective of a level of importance or pertinence, the bottom or top levels the most elaborate, 
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based on design, and based on the general purpose and intended human interactions involved 

(see Figure 7).  

     
 [Figure 7. Graphical transposing: IA test samples with Flavian Colosseum] 

 

 Both seemed to harness connectivity utilizing linear, patterned, point-to-point 

design language, the Colosseum also offering elevation as stacked arcades in comparison 

to the label tests samples’ hierarchal content organization. Both were multi-layered, 

conceptually vertical, and categorized through these vertical structures of hierarchal 

information. It was observed that the bottom arcades of the Colosseum served as its 

entrances, a directional opposite of the label test samples’ top-down conceptualization, 

with many ways upward or downward with the intent of both to manage and move traffic 

through their design spaces. The Colosseum had eighty travertine arches within its inner 

external walls (Gabucci, 2000), and similar to the hierarchal structure of the IA 

examples’ “clear link” labeled column sets, one level of information observed to uphold 
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and support the next, serving as its cognitive arcades of data categorization both 

metaphorically and structurally.  

 It was concluded here that the cognitive interactions required to derive a user 

navigation strategy, navigate the content found, and reach the intended target information 

within this system, found to be optimized architectutrally, emulated the columns and 

arches of the Colosseum. Both succeed in the intent of guiding humans to their 

prospective places in the physical realm, or in a virtual space. When arcades are 

transposed with the IA infrastructure here, the most common, observable, utility and 

functionality was human or informational connectivity.  

 Proceeding to the next transposition examined in this study, was the GEOS UI 

drop-down menu for the Commodore C64 personal computer, released in 1986. The OS 

for this system consisted of a desktop based around cognitive recognition. Its drop-down 

menu was utilized to guide users to the system content modules unifying the units as a 

greater whole used for completing tasks (see Figure 8).  
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 [Figure 8. C64 Graphical Environment Operating System (GEOS) UI]   

 The GEOS menu worked in concert with rudimentary selection tools and visual 

icons. This prominent architecture for interface design and data categorizing enabled 

early designers to create an unspoken language of direction through an IT realm that 

would otherwise render its users literally feeling around in the dark. Although GEOS was 

not the only UI using this approach, nor its pioneer, it suffices as a solid model for 

graphical overlay to establish any possibility of design language infotecture when 

gauging for arcade emulations within its informational structure. The UI’s menu, divided 

into columns based on intent and user need, had individualized task sets, the unification 

of the column sets metaphorically comprising the make-up of the menu bar itself at the 

top of the UI. The menu’s inter-connectivity of one column to the next was the focus here 

(see Figure 9). 
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 [Figure 9. Graphical Transposition:  Column/ arch arcades & GEOS 2.1 for Apple II UI] 

When a graphical arcade periscope was transposed with the GEOS menu interface 

design, an architectural overlap seemed to make itself apparent: The drop-down column 

acted as a vertical column, and each column of the drop-down menu created a cognitive 

arch interconnected to the next from left to right, These observed theoretical arches, 

cognitive breadcrumbs, are based on information scent, or inferences created by an 

information architect to guide the user along a pervasive or persuasive path that leads to 

an intended goal. Although the desktop environment is not at all physical, a sense of 

physical “direction” and pattern is present in the structure sequenced from left to right: 

The smaller, separate menu columns all contributing to the OS system’s greater design 

dynamic (see Figure 10–11).  
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 [Figure 10–11. Comparison: Column/ arch arcade structures & GEOS drop-down menu] 

 When a user selected a menu, a vertical menu of options “dropped down.” 

Metaphorically and structurally, the desktop’s graphical UI acts as a courtyard behind the 

primary informational space of the menu columns, or vice versa, seated below the menu 

bar embedded at the top of the design (see Figure 11).  Although the menu displays 

multiple content fields of new information within one vertical column menu, only one 

option, or entrance, into a new set of information is permissible in a single selection. The 

bound IA and UI architectures do not permit choosing all the visible options 

simultaneously. 

 The “one entrance” concept was utilized, leaving the user to select from the three 

menu options with a second intended option of noticing the related onscreen icons. There 

is an architectural overlap with The Step Pyramid’s entrance complex in Giza as designed 

and erected by Imhotep (Figure 12–13). Brier and Houdin  (2008) recorded that a twenty 

feet high stonewall enclosed the pyramid into an enclave complex surrounded by the 

wall. The illusion of entrance doors was chiseled into a symmetrical pattern created on 

the wall every few yards, but only actual one entrance existed within the wall’s 

architectural design. 

 

     
 [Figure 12–13. Cross-comparison: GEOS drop-down menu & Imhotep’s Giza Step 

Pyramid complex entrance with illusion of false doors] 
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 When a user selected a menu column, the visual appearance of multiple options 

conveyed simultaneously, when in actuality only one clickable option, or entrance to a 

new node of content from the next level of the data categorization hierarchy, was 

selectable. This menu was designed, of course, to allow the user to have all the options, 

and cognitive visual knowledge of them, simultaneously. If The Step Pyramid’s entrance 

doorway could move, or the false doors could somehow be chosen as other options for 

entering the pyramid, this area of possible infotecture would display an uncanny 

emulation of the Giza complex’s stonewall architectural design based on the IA’s one 

entrance design creating an infotectural design overlap. 

 To further demonstrate the unifying relationship that develops between 

architecture and IA based on information scent and affordance, the GEOS 2.1 boot 

interface for Apple II desktop and drop-down menu was examined (see Figure 14). 

Beginning with the GEOS menu, or the informational column furthest left, its menu 

options are restricted to links to general information about the system itself.  
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    [Figure 14.  Graphical Transposition: GEOS 2.1 boot menu  & cognitive archway that 

guides user cognition based on information scent and affordance] 

 The architecture of the information in the first menu column does not divulge how 

to access any other parts of the GEOS system, nor their general aesthetics, until the user 

selects the second menu column of information. There is a proposed cognitive archway 

created by its designers here, revealing the available system applications, labeled appls. 

The cognitive arch from one menu set to the next also revealed information scent to the 

user that there are other capabilities and options available that are not displayed onscreen. 

Once the user is exposed to the drop-down’s third menu column, the second cognitive 

informational arch, the user has acquired the full array of the affordances needed to not 

only navigate the remaining menus of smaller, fixed-point modules, but to access all the 

other possible nodes and capabilities outside of its applications.  

 This left-to-right, vertical-to-horizontal node design, visually guided the user to 

recognize the relationship of the menu to the onscreen UI (also accessible by selecting 

and double-clicking the icons with the mouse). This metaphorical house, a representation 

of the world of the GEOS system, is one of perspective that displays some of the 

sensibilities of architecture. This initial gauging for arches possibly revealed vertical 

order in information that arc from one to the next, broadening and narrowing based on 

user tasks and goals. The challenge in establishing of the presence of infotecture in IT 

informational design was to use such architectural metaphors to discover characteristics 

for sound design.  

A focus on (three-dimensional) infotecture in IT-based environments was found 

when examining Macintosh’s 1997 failed web navigation UI project, Project X, or 

HotSauce. Developed as a web based visualization set in a cube of black,  “three-

dimensional” graphical space, its lack of the application of sound IA or cognitive arcades 

within the virtual cube is an example of how development can go wrong without any 

detectable informational and architectural principle considerations or integrating design 

language implementations. Apple described their visual browser as a meta content 
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format, or MCF, plug-in that allowed Mac and Windows users to fly through sites that 

supported the MCF platform. Although Apple proposed that the plug-in provided an 

innovative way to browse web content, the virtual space with a vanishing point-based 

perspective, along with a lack of architectural order within its three-dimensional cube, 

created a disconnect between the nodes floating within that space, leaving users lost and 

disengaged. Project X was aborted once Steve Jobs returned to Apple in 1997 (see Figure 

15). 

 

 [Figure 15. “Project X’ / HotSauce MCF UI by Apple Macintosh] 

 This analysis of infotecture, both in practice and theory, will contribute to helping 

to devise a cohesive standard for further gauging and conjoining architecture and IA in 

ways that are likely to improves future IA endeavors within information technology. 
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With columns and arches being physical building blocks, and informational data being 

physically intangible, in some sense, what is being sought through such semi-transparent 

transpositions are patterns in design language. In some instances, these patterns became 

clearer from a pattern of columns and arches being transposed with IA.  

 The use of patterns and forms in the study of IA is not a concept unique to this 

study. Ding, Lin, Zarro, and Marchionini (2017) established, in reference to Christopher 

Alexander, that patterns in information sciences are the basis for design and creating 

structural guidance that is meaningful, functional, and beautiful, whether in architecture 

or design (p. 99).”  In the future, should physical architecture foundations become the 

criteria of IT or IT based IA, it would tie the virtuosities of building in data space to early 

architectural conventions of universal, or harmonic order. 

 Another fruitful example of this metaphor can be seen in A.W.E  (see Appendix 

E), the driving simulation created in 2012 as a class project for COSC 320 (Concept & 

Design) by Simulation Digital Entertainment (SDE) student team Team4Games 

consisting of Ben Baris, Sean Ward, and this investigator, its conceptualist. Participants 

were asked to test the simulation by navigating their way through the earth, air, and water 

courses, maneuvering in a way comparable to travel through and around physical 

architecture as well as web content, or IT networks such as a virtual private network 

(VPN). Participant insights, initially poised as inquiry into the usability of the test’s 

simulation, also provided insights into how users might use architecturally founded 

critical thinking in physically simulative, or informational architecture environments.  

The analogy to interactive nodes and conduits of VPN networks could serve as 

architectural design overlays, with the test’s searching out of any start point to be utilized 

to identify any binding arcades of user interactions linked to the physical and digital 

architecture here. An example of cross-comparison and contextual overlay with a VPN 

network for a remote client to a private intranet network can be seen in Figures 16 and 

17. The infotecture within the three-dimensional environment can be considered 

consistent with that of a VPN network itself. The virtually modeled tunnel could be 
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representative of the virtual tunnel guiding the user navigating the AWEtomobile car 

through the web access network’s LAN hub and ISP onto a private VPN intranet 

connection. The simulation acted as a means of displaying, point-to-point cognitive 

arching through representation, without being an exact representation of a user in VPN 

client environment. How users view this architectural illusion of travel and how users 

respond to this illusion is of interest. 

An Imhotep-like, one-entrance, design seemed to allow the VPN user a linear, 

partitioned, route to a fixed point. Both are reflective of what is identified as a tunnel in 

physical architecture and in VPN networks. Websites could also be viewed in a tunnel 

metaphor, with paths through the sites partitioned pages or links as connecting tunnels, 

connecting chambers, or sublevels. Keeping the architecture’s forms sound by minimized 

user decision based error, and provided the most optimal, direct path to the desired 

destination of the user as intended by the architects and designers.  
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[Figure 16–17. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E start point  & VPN remote client to 

intranet IT architecture]   

 

Another area of examination was the bridge and tunnel structure supported by 

three-dimensional models of column abutments. This displayed parallels consistent with 

the architecture of a VPN network connecting two remote sites, because the recharging 

orbs are much like the system’s tunnel router, and ISP conduits. The bridge or tunnel 

represented the option of accessing the web publicly or privately. In the sense of an IA 

overlay, the user represented a client’s remote site accessing another site. Successfully 

crossing, acted as the model for a successful connection via VPN platform. The launch 

ramp into the air course at the end of the course was consistent with arcade design 

language. In this instance, the AWEtomobile navigated by test users was viewed as a 

client’s travelling without moving on the internet. The comparative overlay to the 

tunneling of IP system protocols, a user passing above the tunnel using the bridge route 

acted as an unsecure or public connection to the worldwide web (see Figure 18–19). 
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 [Figure 18-19. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E simulation & VPN IT connecting 2 

remote sites] 

 

The stretch of the simulation of the earth course proving ground recorded the user 

approaching the launch ramp, observed as architecturally consistent with an infotectural 

overlay for an IP / ISP based Network Address Translation (NAT). The recharger orbs 

represented the LAN hub, ISP allocation, and web server aspects of an IP address system 

necessary to access and surf the worldwide web. Failure to keep the vehicle charged 

doubled here as representative of data connection errors in accessing the web or lack of 

affordance-based arcing (see Figure 20–21). 
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 [Figure 20–21. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E & NAT/ LAN IT Architecture] 

 

 The final four recharging orbs in approach to the air ramp were viewed as an 

arcade overlay representing the fixed point based structure of a system startup, user 

password entry, choice of web application. The air ramp was viewed as a launch onto the 

worldwide web. Participants’ failure to parse this area of the simulation represented a 

user’s failure to make these steps sequentially or successfully (see Figure 22).  
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 [Figure 22. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E & web access IA] 

 

The next digital landscape that served in application of an IA contextual overlay 

for this research was the path through the earth course to tier two, the air or sky course. 

There are the two potential cognitive arches to be noted here: The first being the 

simulation’s start point to the air ramp that propels users to the air course, and the second 

a smaller inner arch when crossing the tunnel-bridge. These cognitive arches alert users 

to their affordances at these key, fixed-transition “choke points.” They carry a cognitive 

vertical load, or shear and compressive strength, from one transition point of the proving 

ground to the next, accompanied by transitional audio vocal cues between courses. This 

chasm is literal in the simulation, the gravity physics programmed to allow the vehicle to 

be pulled downward endlessly through unfilled virtual space, and off the x,y, and z axis 

dimensional planes. Without the simulation’s invisible colliders resetting the scenario 

should the user fail to parse the bridge, the vehicle falls endlessly down this chasm. This 
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is a restart point in the simulation, but also a place in three-dimensional data space 

implying that some sort of information sub-architecture theoretically supports all design 

within such environments. In essence, to understand where one is “going,” one must have 

a cognitive grasp, or a node-to-node arcing, of the surrounding content (see Figure 23): 

  

 [Figure 23. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E earth course’s cognitive arches & potential 
column and arch infotecture] 

 

Finally, the air course portion of the simulation proving ground was viewed as 

analogous to the design structures behind surfing the worldwide web from a web browser 

(see Figure 24).  
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 [Figure 24. Metaphorical transposition: A.W.E & worldwide web based IA]  

 

 The initial recharger orbs could be viewed as markers for site landing pages, with website 

user options following sequentially towards the possible secondary and third tier site 

destinations. In no way do users see webpages in the test environment, being observed for 

their intent, but what is hypothesized is that the, fixed-point, linear, user experience based 

user behaviors structurally overlap the link-to-link, or arcade archetypes. Non-linear paths 

through these orbs thus acted as randomized representations of users who might enter web 

URL addresses into their browsers individually, pinpointing destinations, or utilizing a 

web browser’s bookmarks. This could also serve as a model for the linear intricacies of 

the top-level IA of a landing page. It could also support user menus and website 

navigation tools. The air course’s similarity with use of the web being dictated from page 

to page, node-to-node, or interface-to -interface, allows visual query with a different 

architectural configuration for such informational interactions. 
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 A bird’s eye overview of the simulation proving ground’s earth course and global 

view of the air course revealed a one entrance, broadening, narrowing, dimensionally 

pyramidal architectural structuring, indicating the possibility of a proposed area of 

infotecture, User experience could be seen to broadening and narrowing as users 

proceeded from the starting point. The fixed-point recharging orbs guided users like a 

VPN network engagement or with pages on web.  The three-dimensional event horizon 

opened, broadening visual query as users travelled without moving through the 

informational landscape. This study sought out such synergies that may help to improve 

the design and building dynamics in IA, therefore, a theoretical attempt at the observation 

of layered contexts of architecture within–or between–IA, and this study sought to 

provide empirical support for these synergies.  

 In an architectural sense, a landing page is perceived as a ground level room or 

space. Its connecting webpages were second level rooms. The HTML coding was the 

column. Arch, elevation, hallway, wall, partition, or abutment archetypes guiding user 

navigation with were the FAQ and HELP pages, the roof level of the structure or design 

language using this metaphor. Using this metaphor might change how information 

architects design., It is hoped that this analysis of infotecture, both in practice and theory, 

contributes to helping to devise a cohesive standard for further gauging and conjoining 

the two, and in some way improve future IA endeavors within information technology. 

The proposed existence of infotecture, the use of architectural principles to inform 

IA design, may increase design integrity in IA, avoiding bad IA that often leaves users 

lost and disengaged. The Vitruvian Triad aligns these informational organization aspects 

of IA within IT with the architectural foundations of utility, function, and commodity, or 

utilitas, firmitas, and venustas initially proposed by Vitruvius (University of Chicago, 

2011).  IA serves a purpose through utility while remaining functional, or offering 

functionality. This often makes IA a commodity.  

With these cross-comparisons and fusions in mind while utilizing the knowledge 

of architecture and arch building, these kinds of invisible parallels suggest a harmonic 
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order between architecture, information architecture, and information technology that 

may result in fruitful improvements in IT-based IA and overall UX As the realms of 

virtual reality augmented reality, mixed reality, simulation, and now singularity, continue 

to develop and evolve, I proposed that it is safe to conclude that future alignments in 

infotecture will continue to make themselves apparent, relating IT-based IA back to our 

human interactions and habituations based on real world and physical architectural 

aesthetics and principles. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

Participants 

Ten male and four female adults, ages 21-55, participated in this study. 

Participants were either asked directly to participate in the user-research eye tracking 

sessions, asked to participate through university bulletin board flyer requests, or 

contacted directly from a sample of colleagues, and classmates. Participants of the eye 

tracking portion of the user research were also interviewed for feedback and insights into 

the experience with a ten-question survey. All participants of the eye tracking portion of 

the user research were also interviewed for feedback and insights into the experience with 

a ten-question survey. The participants consisted of a few gamers, an interactive designer, 

a data analyst, a photographer, a chef, a producer, lab technicians, and other unique user 

profiles of those who volunteered to participate. When participating in the eye tracking, 

computer keyboard and interactive savvy was observed to range from beginner to 

advanced as far as the gaming keyboard platform of the simulation. All participants were 

volunteers, and informed consent was obtained from each. It was anticipated that 

participants might consist of a combination of students and others randomly invited to 

participate. Table 1 shows the relevant demographic characteristics for all participants. 

Feedback on the experience was acquired through an interview of the fourteen eye 

tracking test subjects consisting of 10 post-eye tracking interview questions based on the 

usage and UX of the architecturally influential driving simulation in concert with 

observations of the presence of architectural overlaps and user response to them. 
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Table 1: Infotecture User Research Eye Tracking Participants 

Participant Sex              Age 

 

Occupation 

Trial Tester 1 M                  29 Designer 

Participant 2 M                  52 Technician 

Participant 3 M                  42 Photographer 

Participant 4  

Participant 5 

Participant 6 

 Participant 7 

Participant 8  

Participant 9 

Participant 10 

Participant 11  

Participant 12 

Participant 13 

Participant 14 

Participant 15 

F                    49  

M                   34 

M                   40 

M                   41 

M                   31 

M                   21 

F                    44 

M                   45 

F                    29 

M                   36 

M                   43 

M                   37 

Representative 

Producer 

Writer 

Analyst 

Chef 

Analyst 

Driver 

Assistant 

Therapist 

Attendant 

Promoter 

Technician 

 

Materials     

Stimuli was presented using Morae / Tobii eye tracking technologies. Each 

participant answered the oral briefing, questionnaire (see Appendix C), A.W.E  (see 

Appendix E) was designed as an electric car, driving concept simulation based on Tesla-

like recharging orbs or planks allowing the simulation’s eco-friendly, electricity powered 

AWEtomobile, (see Appendix E), ” to be operated without ever stopping for biofuels or 

refueling. The simulation’s architectural elements were initially developed simply to 

make the simulation challenging when operated in concert with its simulative, reality-

based earth physics. The simulation’s architectural influences were built upon a plane in 

three-dimensional, virtual space. Infotecture was in no way been considered in its design 
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or construction, simply being modeled around earth-like attributes with comparable 

physics effects emulating forces such as gravity, speed, drag, wind velocity, and water 

viscosity. 

 

Procedure 

        
 [Figure 25–27. A.W.E simulation’s earth, air, and water courses within its architectural 

and infotectural proving grounds]  

 

 Eye tracking sessions began with participants signing the informed consent form, 

followed by a quick briefing on the operation of the simulation and presentation of a user 

keyboard diagram (Appendix D). Eye tracking sessions took place next, followed by the 

ten-question questionnaire and a short debriefing as to the primary objective of the user-

research for any additional user commentary. Testing occurred at the UB Usability 

Research Lab’s mirrored observation deck. The user-research participants navigated the 

AWEtomobile through the earth, air, and water courses (Figure 25–27) while cognitively 

responding to the proposed architectural elements within the simulation. 

Some user performance failure in the A.W.E simulation might be inevitable and 

simply due to a lack of acquiring the skill set or keyboard savvy within the set time 

necessary to guide the AWEtomobile (see Appendix E) through the duration of 

configuration of the test. Although there was a chance all users would fail in operating 

the simulation or moving through it smoothly, it was expected that user response would 

be much like response to a driving scenario through physical architecture and earth-based 

physics with a vehicle able to traverse land, air, and sea.  
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Chapter 4: Results 

Results 

 Nine participants were able to reach as far as course two, the air course, the trial 

tester and participant and nine completing the water course and parsing the entire 

simulation test in one or two attempts. One of these participants attributed their 

performance to being an interactive designer, another to being a heavy gamer. Participant 

five failed to parse the earth course. Participants six through nine achieved the same with 

exception to participant eight who failed to parse the earth course, and participant nine 

completed the simulation on their first try. Participants ten through fourteen completed 

both earth and air courses with exception of participant fourteen who failed to parse the 

earth course. Participants mentioned that the simulation’s solid usability design aided in 

their navigation with three exceptions unable to parse the earth course. 

 Examination of the interview data showed more profound architectural nature of 

the study. Post-test interviews with participants provided interesting insights. When the 

two key participants who completed the simulation on their first or second attempt were 

explained the research goal of architectural relation behind the test, one participant, an 

interactive designer, stated: “Ahhh, yes… I can clearly see what you mean. Similar to IA 

and interactive design, this involved short-term obstacles and goals based on set variables 

that can equal solutions to those obstacles. The driving is A-to-B, linear, and binary. The 

courses are goal inclusive with some seclusion to the process of reaching your goals via 

overcoming the oncoming challenges…” The “seclusion” mentioned by the participant 

was perceived to be the arches to affordances of the bounded rationality offered users in 

the simulation.  

When the second successful participant (a twenty-one year old gamer who 

completed the driving simulation in minutes on his first attempt) was informed of the 

underlying objective, the test user stated, “I see…ok. Although it was only partially 

reality based, much of the logic I used in reacting to the architecture in it related back to 

real driving and being in a car… Scanning eye movements, gauging the fuel, hand eye 
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coordination, keeping focused, and maintaining a straight line… If I see a wall, stay 

away…” These type of reactions to the content, and the way such content supports the 

visual queries of the simulation’s usability, suggest existing cognitive arches based on the 

habituations utilized by the participants in IA-based UX may observable over multiple 

platforms. All participants stated the simulation was reality-based with abstractions, with 

the other participants failing to complete all there proving grounds. Testers viewed the 

simulation as they do reality, in part, like VR, taking content at visual face value 

architecturally, initially focusing on their origin or some other fixed point, followed by 

broadening that visual and cognitive query before narrowing it as a cognitive arch 

rendered a desired goal or outcome (see Figure 28–29). 

 

     
 [Figure 28–29. Tester narrow/ broadening & looping visual query gaze pattern examples] 

 

 The earth course, its start point within a tunnel, resulted in users focusing on a 

point in the “distance” of the three-dimensional design space: Three recharger orbs 

located at the tunnels exit. The tunnel architecture acted as information scent to the 

participants, all accelerating in a linear path out of the tunnel. Upon exiting the start 

tunnels, the visual query of the participants immediately broadened to absorb the 
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surrounding landscape visual and maneuvering accordingly toward a gauntlet requiring 

the virtual drivers to “thread the needle” by remaining on a narrowing path of roadway 

between two high walls. The visual query of the participants narrowed as the architecture 

narrowed their possible paths out of the area to a second set of rechargers, much like the 

start tunnel. 

The visual query patterns of the participants observed in the eye tracking for these 

area displayed a node-to-node, broadening and narrowing based on affordances that 

might lead to the next possible recharger option in the passing field of information. This 

arching from one charger to the next appeared to broaden for the purposes of avoiding 

obstacles and making the necessary transitions in alignment with the IA architectural 

transpositions assigned. Twelve of the fourteen participants struggled with completing 

these fields with the precision needed, all participants passing on into the next section of 

the earth course proving ground. As a representation of a VPN network, its 

commonalities were conducive of clean user cognition from point to point of such a 

system. As the cognitive arches produced by maneuvering from recharger to recharger 

led users as to how and where to navigate, the next architectural challenge, the dual-level 

tunnel and overhead bridge crossing a virtual canyon leading to the launch ramp into the 

air course. The air course resulted in participants working quickly to adapt to the change 

in gravity physics in the simulation and the use of the keyboards four arrow keys rather 

than two, the up and down arrow keys used to allow ascension and descent. Cognitive 

arching from charger to charger continued, the broader visual query patterns more 

apparent with the absence of any architectural elements in the sky of the three-

dimensional design space. These elements of adaptation and clearer node-based visual 

query patterns continued to be observed in users that reached the third tier of the 

simulation, the water course. 

 Like real world arcades, the observed behavior of users revealed the node-to-node 

visual query pattern making movement through the simulation environment successful, 

also based on some level of quickly attained skill at maneuvering through these 
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environments while information foraging for information scent and the affordances lead 

to the next desired node- a recharger or route of advancement. As user cognition 

developed arcs based around reaching a recharger and seeking out the next, the dynamic 

of the broad-to-narrow visual query patterns surfaced in the eye tracking data for all 

participants in the areas deemed architecturally binding. To traverse the simulation 

landscape’s architectural elements and design archways, users were observed creating 

their own smaller cognitive arches while simultaneously seeking passage through these 

smaller nodes within the larger design spaces. This took place whether to pass through a 

recharger, cross the tunnel-bridge, or takeoff from the launch ramp, using the keyboard 

controls to adjust maneuvering and position in the courses accordingly (see Figure 30). 

 

 
 [Figure 30. User cognitive arch example during simulation’s earth environment] 

 

The simulations recharger points also acted as the point-to-point column and arch arcades 

found in traditional architecture.  It was found that partitioning, or virtual architecture 

dividing up data space, also directed users and assisted in navigating through simulation 

environments as users sought out information based on affordances, much like feeling 

one’s way around in the dark, or navigating one’s way through the A.W.E proving ground 

simulation. As humans, we move in a linear path while almost constantly assessing a set 

of options within our visual field of information. With both architecture and IA in mind, 

as users were presented such content at a high frame rate (in this instance a speed similar 

to driving through architecture) to successfully navigate the field of information, the 

content is taken in small portions. Within these portions it appeared humans create 
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cognitive arches from one cognitive column to the next, whether real world or virtual 

scenarios. 

Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusion, & Recommendations 
Discussion 

 The first four test participants were able to reach as far as course two, the air 

course, participant one completing the water course and parsing the entire simulation test 

in two attempts. Participant five was unable to parse the earth course. Participants six 

through nine parsed earth and air courses with participant nine completing the simulation 

on their first try, followed by participants ten through fourteen completing both earth and 

air courses, as well.   

 The results of this study revealed that end users cognitively “move,” or travel 

without moving, within simulative three-dimensional architecture in data space. The 

simulation stimuli, as well as past experiences from the real world and IT based user 

experience, were reflected in the results. When test participants were asked by 

questionnaire how they felt they should react when presented one of the architectural 

assets in the simulation such as the tunnel, bridge, or a wall, nearly all the participants 

answered that their responses were based on actual driving scenarios, reality, and UX in 

video games. The use of a linear, fixed point, user path structure to recharge the 

AWEtomobile from point-to-point-a transposing of the fixed point IA design language 

was observed. This was reflected in column and arch compatibility whether presented 

graphically as the various architectural design assets from course to course. This was 

synonymous to IA’s linear, fixed point, site map based and IA’s structural mental models 

that lead one from area of content to the next by way of visual persuasion, information 

scent, affordances, bounded rationality, or other methods of design language based user 

interaction.  

 Users displayed a universal visual query pattern that began with a narrow, fixed 

point, gaze based on “location” of real time user “existence” within virtual architectures. 

There was an accompanying looping, broadening gaze for needed information, partitions, 
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information scent, affordances, and architectural rhetoric from the presented field of 

information for the intended and optimal behavior leading to desired interactions or 

conduits that lead to such content.  Users were observed searching for arches in data 

space as a guide to advance them through the oncoming content at a high frame rate 

requiring immediate interaction. 

 This goal-based compartmentalization, like the differentiation of environment 

from course to course in the simulation, suggests that architectural design considerations 

when planning for IA may prove key. The lasting influence of human behavior and 

interaction with physical architecture was found to be seemingly present in the user-

research. The A.W.E environment seemed to provide cognitive arches derived from these 

two basic design language patterns. The broadening and narrowing of focus on 

informational content, whether influential simulative architecture models, invisible VPN 

gateways, or website drop-down and hamburger menu options, is where infotecture was 

rendered potentially apparent and useful.  To perceive user IA interaction as one would a 

person entering an architectural construct with physically architectural characteristics 

results in a cognitive cohesion within IA data space that can be harnessed in the same 

manner these users harness information scent or graphical periscopes when navigating 

such content. In between architecture and IA seems to lie a connection to user visual 

query and architecturally based principles of order, arrangement, hierarchy, elevation, 

partition, physical direction, and ultimately the notion of arcades or arch building. 

 

Conclusion  

  The findings of this research project are intriguing, but inconclusive, as more 

observation for columns and arches, architectural cross-comparisons, and hours of 

empirical study are necessary to develop an exacting rule of measure. Future possibilities 

were deemed promising. This study indicates that physical architectural building 

principles, mental models, structure design standards, and their related bodies of 

knowledge should likewise be further considered in deriving an IA based set of future 
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best practices. The hybridization of the two realms infotecturally, may lead to fruitful 

discoveries. It is safe to assume that habituation from interaction with real world 

architecture influences how we both perceive and navigate IA, but to what extent remains 

both elusive and inconclusive until more empirical studies are conducted to reveal if this 

is simply tied our visual query of things, or to our physical maneuverings, adaptations, 

and physical interactions in real world environments. 

 

Recommendations  
 It is recommended that more academic, philosophical, scientific, and analytical 

research be conducted on this subject focusing on harmonizing the basic building blocks 

of architecture with those of information architecture while recording human response to 

infotectural hotbeds. Philosophers, scholars, architects and information architects should 

continue to contribute to a unifying dialogue that expounds upon how these two 

architectural ecosystems might overlap and accentuate one another in ways that 

potentially create a set standard of practice for future developments of user experiences 

from the worldwide web to video games.  

 Integrative approaches to future design approaches in architecture and IA should 

be considered. Designing IA for humans should consider architecture, spatial cognition, 

real world environments, user intent, bounded rationality, neuropsychology, experience, 

architecture, anticipations, expectations, persuasions, case-by-case scenarios, and goals, 

while considering the broadening and narrowing cognitive intake of informational 

content observed in this study’s user-research. One might consider the physical 

architectural infrastructure and supportive arches of a shopping mall structure when 

building a website and search engine platform like amazon.com, for instance, to 

capitalize on the broadening and narrowing visual query patterns found in this study. 

With infotecture at their disposal for IA surveying, groundwork, and the laying of 

intellectual foundation, when building sites like amazon.com, the information architect of 

the future might not only consider the physical stores and shops in such a mall, but also 
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consider store locations, escalators, elevators, or exits.   The column and arch abutments 

behind the walls of these entities might be surveyed before ever deciding how the site 

content and search engine taxonomies will be developed: Even the foot traffic of mall 

visitors may be how infotecture might be interpreted in comparison to site traffic, and 

examined as useful data. Perhaps creating case-specific architectural appropriations based 

on the desired IA design language as a standard of best practices will prove ideal in the 

future. It is recommended these be based on visual query patterns, landing page content, 

or interactive testing in concert with known human interactions within the applied 

architectural constructs, should this be the case. With architecture involved and fully 

considered, the application possibilities are endless. 

 Such interpretations of and for infotecture could potentially be capable of 

allowing future designers to rethink and reshape the way IA is developed into a single, 

unifying set of IA best practices, based on the architectural principles and standards of 

compass and rule that continue to lay the groundwork that will influence human, 

cognition, critical thinking and behavior. Not only do current physical building technique, 

design languages and the foundational principles of ancient architects seem to influence 

us, my hope is that this research serves as a future tool to utilize their knowledge and 

understanding as some means of a practical, proposed solution to the problem addressed, 

as well as any future scholarly and academic dialogue. 
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Appendix B: User Research Eye Tracking Test Participation  

Consent Form 
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Appendix C: User Research Eye Tracking  

 

Questionnaire Form 

 

User Research Test Subject Interview Questionnaire (5-7 minutes) 

 

1. How would you describe the A.W.E experience? 
2. What did you find similar to a physical, real experience? What differed? 

3. Would you say the given task was easy, moderate, or hard as far as level of 

difficulty? 
4. Was the experience engaging or immersive? Or was it difficult to main 

attention on the goal? 
5. How easy or difficult was it to keep the AWEtomobile charged? Steered? 

Flying? Submarining?  

6. When you encountered walls, a tunnel, a bridge, or a ramp, within the 
simulation, how did you feel you needed to respond. What was this idea or 

notion based on? 
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7. Was there anything in the simulation’s design that you felt hindered your 

performance?  

8. Which course was the most challenging to complete? 
9. If you could do the simulation testing again, what would you change? Try? 

Do differently? 

10. What’s your age? Gender? Ethnicity? Level of education? Occupation? User 
Level? 

 
 
 

 

 

Appendix D: User Research Eye Tracking Test User Diagram 
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Appendix E: A.W.E. User Research Eye Tracking Simulation Documentation 
                                                                     ™ 
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A.W.E 
air~water~earth 

 
“A simulation highlighting the potential of clean fuels in man's modern quest for eco-friendly alternatives, 

or "green" driving designs for bio fuel technology.” 
 

 
 

©2012  
 

Designed By 
Ben Baris (Programmer/ Designer), Sean Pollard (Designer/ Audio/ 

Conceptualist)  
& Sean Ward (Designer) 

 (Written by Nathan Yarborough) 
 

Friday, December 07, 2012 
 Simulation Overview	  
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 Philosophy 

  
  

A.W.E. (Air Water Earth) is based on the electric cars- particularly its 
vehicle called an "AWEtomobile" which can travel through air in water or on land. 
These vehicles can drive like race cars, fly like fighter jets, and are amphibious 
mini-submarines. 

  
 A.W.E. is a highlight of the potential of clean fuels in man's modern 

quest for eco-friendly alternatives, or "green" designs for biofuel technology. 
 
 F.A.Q.	  
 
 What does the A.W.E simulation entail? 
 

A.W.E. is a driving simulation played from the first person perspective. 
The user controls a single vehicle, or AWEtomblie, to travel through various 
environments with it on land, sea, and air. This game was created to explore the 
concept of a truly all terrain vehicle that runs on electricity instead of conventional 
fossil fuels and also how these new vehicles might travel and be recharged by 
drivers. This concept proposes that eletric cars have the potential to travel 
without ever having to stop to refuel, recharged interactively as drivers encounter 
rechargers. 
 
 What is the  A.W.E simulation objective? 
 

    The objective is to successfully travel through all three environment 
terrains- air, water, & earth- by "recharging" the AWEtomobile- passing over or 
through electrical recharger stations. Maintaining a consistent regeneration of the 
power to the vehicle allows the player to continue traveling the course and win 
the game. Failure to do so results in a restart. Collisions along the course can 
also damage the AWEtomobile and reduce the chances of success. 

 
 
 Feature Set	  
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 General Features	  
 
● Multi-tiered world 
● Multiple, earth physics-based environments 
● Reactive sound design 
● A.W.E. Adaptive Automation- AWEtomobiles automatically move 

interlocking parts to adapt to the 3 environments.  
● 3D graphics 

 
 Design Highlights	  
 
● Driving, flying, and underwater travel 
● Collecting more energy at recharge stations 

  
Simulation Environment 
 
 Overview	  
 The environment consists of three proving grounds based on land, air, and 
sea. The uer will drive, fly, and sub through each environment to complete the 
simulation successfully. 
 
 Travel 
 
 The AWEtomoblies will drive, submarine, and fly through the world 
designed around them. Controls are simplified to help the player traverse each 
environment. 
 
 Scale 
 
 The world is scaled around real world vehicle scale in order to keep 
interactions proportionate. Nothing appears too large for the vehicle to traverse 
or so small that it is out of focus and not represented adequately. 
  
 Objects 
 
● AWEtomblie – This is the user-driven vehicle itself. They run on electricity 

gained from recharge stations and adapt to suit their environment. 
 

● Rechargers – AWEtomoblies drive through these stations in order to 
recharge their power. Without power, the AWEtomobile energy 
disspipates to 0. 
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● Architectural Obstacles – Consist of various items in the simulation to 
impede the progress the AWEtomoblie, challenging users. 

 
 Simulation Layout	  
 
 Overview	  
 A.W.E. is spread between 3 main environments. The earth level functions 
as a traditional driving terrain with the player moving from checkpoint to check 
point to recharge their energy. The air environment adds plane physics to the 
AWEtomobile but still follows a fairly linear course so the player doesn’t fly off 
track. The water level adds underwater physics around the vehicle. 
  
 Each environment features its own terrain and obstacles to fit the 
appropriate theme. The user feels like they need to adapt to each level baed on 
the environment they encounter. 
 
 
 Rendering System	  
 
 Overview	  
 The 3D objects in the simulation environment were rendered both in Unity 
and 3D Studio Max. The 2D textures were created using various image creation 
tools such as Adobe Photoshop and then applied and rendered in the same tools 
as our 3D objects. 
 
 Camera	  
 

The camera provides a fixed, 3rd person view of the player controlled 
vehicle. 
 	  
 Game Engine	  
  
 Overview	  
 Unity 3D is a simple design engine. It was useful for this particular project 
in its ability to ease the process of building a 3D environment and importing 
objects into it.  
 
 
 Game Engine Detail #1 
 
 The Unity 3D game engine will handle all processes related to the 
simulation. It also handles all collision detection between the objects and the car. 
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Appropriate sized colliders were placed on particular objects. Gravity is turned off 
or reduced when hitting certain triggers in the game to simulate the environment 
the AWEtomobile is currently traveling through. 
 
 User Interface	  
 
 The user interface is fairly simple and easy for the player to understand. 
An energy bar HUD at the bottom of the screen lets the player know how much 
energy they have stored. The bar slowly depletes over time until the player 
reaches a recharging station. The keyboard UI controls steering, acceleration, 
and player perspective via button preeses to specific keys. 
 
 Musical Scores and Sound Effects	  
 
Music 
 The music for A.W.E. consist of composed instrumentals made using 
Apple Garageband software. The two tracks selected are titled “Trapped Under 
the Ice” and “What You Wanted to Be”. These tracks provide background and 
prevent sound effects from becoming too overbearing. 
 
Sound 
 Sound effects include engine noises, and sounds for entering certain 
environments. The AWEtomobile also has its own “voice”. AWEdra, a 
navigational system installed in the AWEtomobile will guide the user by telling 
them when they have entered a new proving ground level. 
 
 Single-User Platform 
 
 Overview	  
 The user controls the AWEtomobile and manuevers around the world 
using the keyborad arrow keys. As the vehicale accelerates, energy dissipates 
from the vehicle, dispalyed in the HUD. The energy can is replenished by moving 
through the rechargers that automatically recharge the vehicle. 
 
 Success Conditions	  
The user reaches the end of all 3 proving grounds. To do this, the user must 
pass through enough environment architecture via recharger checkpoints to keep 
the vehicle charged and avoid obstacles enoiugh to reach the finish. 
 
 

 
 


